Radiofrequency Electromagnetic Fields: Carcinogenic and Other Biological Effects
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Abstract
In the electromagnetic spectrum, structural damage to living tissues per unit of absorbed energy tends to increase with the decrease of a wavelength which is evident not only for ultraviolet and ionizing radiation but also for the infrared and visible light. By causing thermal damage after absorbing energies that would be harmless for radiofrequency electromagnetic fields (EMF), tissues are evenly heated. There are no prima facie reasons to expect more damage from EMF than from infrared radiation which is believed to be harmless in terms of thermal damage. Several studies reported possible associations between EMF, glioma and other tumors. Other research did not confirm such associations or even identified a reduced risk of brain tumors among mobile phone (MP) users. An elevation in the application of MP has been observed in some countries and age groups which is out of proportion. Improving imaging technology and access to health care units have contributed to an increased incidence rate. Bias is known to occur in epidemiologic research. At the beginning of the MP era, the use of MP was associated with a high income which, in turn, must be associated with better diagnostics results. Admittedly, nowadays MPs are affordable for the majority of people and it is unclear whether the socioeconomic bias still plays a significant role. In conclusion, there is neither compelling evidence nor theoretic plausibility for the concept that EMF is more harmful than infrared radiation per unit of absorbed energy.

INTRODUCTION
This mini-review attempts to apply the concept of hormesis to radiofrequency electromagnetic fields (EMF), which was previously performed for ionizing radiation [1]. Hormesis describes biphasic dose-response processes to increasing doses of a substance or condition; typically, low doses induce a beneficial response; while higher doses cause harm [2]. Hormesis can be generally explained by the evolutionary adaptation to a current level of an environmental factor or to some average from the past. The natural background EMF was probably higher in the past, so that living organisms may have retained some adaptation to higher EMF levels than today’s natural background. It is known that EMF is partly reflected and attenuated by the ionosphere. Ionized oxygen is one of the main components of the ionosphere [3]. It can be reasonably assumed that oxygen accumulation in the atmosphere is contributed to a decrease of the EMF background on the Earth surface due to the photosynthesis. In any case, considering fluctuations of the solar activity and atmospheric electricity, the adaptation...
of living organisms to EMF has probably occurred in a broad range. There is some in vivo and in vitro experimental evidence of hormetic responses to EMF [4-7].

**Biophysical Aspects**

In the range of EMF frequencies, the structural damage of living tissues per unit of absorbed energy tends to increase with the decreasing wavelength. The structural damage is caused both by ultraviolet and ionizing radiation as well as infrared and visible light. After being absorbed in superficial tissue layers, thermal damage is caused that would be harmless for EMF; while tissues are evenly heated. Accordingly, there are no prima facie reasons to anticipate more important damages from EMF than from infrared radiation which is believed to be harmless in terms of thermal damage. Apart from EMF, a body can be heated by thermal conduction e.g. from surrounding hot air or water. If the absorbed energy is assumed to be equal, a hot bath can cause more structural damage (if any) than EMF. Heating by conduction means an intensification of thermal or Brownian motion of all molecules including potentially vulnerable nucleic acids and proteins. EMF generates currents with the movement primarily of charged or polar particles such as ions and water molecules [8, 9]. Indeed, an increased risk of malignancy and DNA break repair inhibition after multiple heat exposures have been reported [10-12]. In daily life, EMF is rarely intensive enough to cause measurable heating of a human body. There is no reliable evidence of molecular or other structural alteration caused by being heated with thermal conduction, infrared or radiofrequency radiation which means that they are all below the level of thermal damage. The evidence for genotoxic effects of EMF is considered to be very weak [13]. In this regards, a hypothesis about oxidative stress as a supposed mechanism of harmful EMF effects should be mentioned [14-16], as there are no clear reasons to assume that EMF causes more oxidative stress than infrared rays or heating by conduction. The concept of oxidative stress seems to be generally overused [17, 18]. The specific energy absorption rate (SAR) per unit of tissue mass (W/kg) is the main measure of exposure to EMF. SAR values are usually averaged over time, either over the periodicity of the signal or over any period of 6 minutes. The relationship between SAR and tissue temperature depends on thermophysiological parameters, especially blood perfusion rates [9, 19, 20]. The only consistent proven biological effect of EMF in humans is heating. Some discussed effects as non-thermal may be thermal in nature, while subtle thermal effects from EMF usually have no consequence to health [21-23]. Accordingly, the goal of SAR restrictions/limits in guidelines and standards is the prevention of whole-body heat stress and excessive local temperature rise. The heating of brain tissue is most relevant for mobile phone (MP) users for which adults and children head models are used in scientific research [9, 19, 20, 24]. In future, potential damaging hot spots due to focally enhanced tissue by conduction and/or wave interference in a motionless target should be studied in models imitating an extreme situation such as a child sleeping with an emitting MP at his or her ear [25].

**Epidemiological Research**

According to the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC), there is limited evidence in favor of carcinogenicity of EMF, although they have also declared an alternative opinion that the evidence in humans is inadequate [9, 26]. Several epidemiological studies reported associations between EMF and glioma, acoustic neuroma, and other tumors [27-36]. Other research did not confirm such associations or even identified a diminished risk of brain tumors among MP users [37-42], which could have been caused by bias and/or hormesis. In the large multicenter INTERPHONE study, no increase in the risk of glioma or meningioma was observed in MP users. There were suggestions of an elevated glioma risk at the highest exposure levels, but potential bias prevented a causal interpretation [41, 43]. A re-analysis of Canadian data from the INTERPHONE study showed significant results for gloma; comparing the quartile with the highest MP use to those who were not regular users [odds ratio: 2.2 (95% limits: 1.3, 4.1)]. Unlike the Canadian statistics, the INTERPHONE multinational data showed a significantly diminished risk of the studied tumors in the majority of MP users, while a modest risk elevation was found only in the top decile of the cumulative MP use [44, 45]. If the carcinogenic effects of EMF from MPs were substantial, the corresponding incidence rates would have been higher; especially in more developed countries. However, the incidence of glioma in the US remained stable between1992-2008 in spite of the great increase in the MP use [46, 47]. According
to the IARC, there has been no substantial increase in brain tumor incidence rates since the beginning of the MP era [9]. According to the International Commission for Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) and Scientific Committee on Emerging and Newly Identified Health Risks (SCENIHR), the trend in the accumulating evidence is against the hypothesis that MPs may cause brain tumors [44, 48]. The most recent review concluded that the current evidence including in vitro, in vivo, and epidemiological studies do not indicate an association between MP use and tumors developing from the most exposed organs and tissues, the brain and salivary glands in particular. Any potentially undetected risk is expected to be small, possibly concerning those using MP for a long period (>15 years), rare brain tumor types, and MP usage by children [49]. A moderate increase in the incidence of brain tumors in certain time periods, countries and age groups [50, 51] is out of proportion to the tremendous rise in the MP use. Some researchers do not exclude the role of MPs as a cause of this increase and also mention the X-ray exposures from CT scans [50]. It seems to be logical that the registered incidence of brain tumors has increased due to improvements in imaging technology and access to health care units [46, 47, 50-52].

In the INTERPHONE and some other studies, the risk of glioma tended to be higher in individuals who reported the usual MP use on the same side of the head as their tumors [40, 41]. However, the ipsilateral effect found in low exposure groups suggested that patients might have over-reported the use of MPs on the tumor side (recall bias) [41, 43]. Bias is known to occur in the epidemiologic research: the dose-dependent selection and self-selection, observation, participation, recall bias, etc. [21, 49, 53]. At the beginning of the MP era, the use of MPs was associated with a higher income [39], which, in turn, must be associated with better diagnostics. This bias can explain dose-effect relationships in some studies. Admittedly, MPs are affordable today for the majority of people also in developing countries; and it is unclear whether the socioeconomic bias still plays any significant role.

Experimental Studies

Long-term exposures to EMF have consistently shown no increase in cancer risk in animal experiments [48, 54, 55]. Numerous in vitro studies have been negative as well, while the more research quality criteria were satisfied, the less cellular responses tended to be observed [56, 57]. Reliability of some experimental data is questionable as they report a carcinogenic effect at exposures below the limits for MP, while a clear dose-response effect is absent [58]. The publication bias i.e. preferred publication of positive results is known. As mentioned above, the existing evidence was found not to be sufficient to prove that EMF is directly genotoxic, while some of the reported adverse effects may be attributed to hyperthermia. The supposed combined effect of EMF with carcinogenic and mutagens need further investigations [9, 13, 59, 60]. As discussed in this review, the only thinkable mechanisms are heating and induced electric currents. Biological systems are “noisy” on the molecular level as a consequence of thermal agitation. EMF affects cells or other biological structures if their physical impact overcomes the endogenous noise i.e. thermal motion [61].

Certain experimental results on the molecular and cellular levels are important but their significance for the pathogenesis of human diseases remains uncertain. Considering the adaptation of living organisms to EMF, it is not enough to demonstrate an alteration mechanism on a molecular level to document a damaging effect as there may be permanently functioning mechanisms of repair and compensation. The same has been discussed for ionizing radiation, where DNA damage and repair are in dynamic equilibrium at exposure levels comparable to the natural radiation background [1].

Of considerable interest are the results by Ketabi et al., [62] and Mohammadzadeh et al., [63] on the frequency dependent influence of EMF on the ion channels in artificial membranes and the OmpF channel-forming protein. The questions, however, remain how efficient is this impact on the in vivo counteractions and what implications has the EMF influence on cell membranes for the hydration state of cells and pathogenesis of diseases. In particular, the assumption that “EMF at 930 MHz probably induces a specific conformation in the protein through changes in the structure of surrounding water molecules” [62] needs an experimental confirmation in protein solutions. Further studies are obviously needed.

Existing experimental findings cannot provide an explanation for supposed carcinogenicity of EMF, while no established biological or biophysical
mechanisms are known [44, 54, 57, 58]. Large-scale animal experiments could provide more information, for example, studies within the framework of the National Toxicology Program (NTP) in the US. The recent NTP report suggested that a lifetime intermittent exposure to CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access) or GSM (Global System for Mobile communication) 900 MHz signals at a whole-body average SAR of 1.5-6 W/kg 18 h/day increased the incidence of gliomas in the brain and schwannomas of the heart in male rats, but not females [64, 65]. The tumors did not shorten the average lifespan. The life duration in almost all study groups of males and in some groups of females was longer in controls, which is compatible with hormesis. The life duration is obviously more important than the incidence of particular age-associated tumors that have no impact on the average lifespan. Furthermore, it was noticed that neither glial cell hyperplasia nor heart schwannomas were observed in control rats [66]. Note that the histological evaluation of glial hyperplasia may be not free from subjectivity. A statistically significant increase in the incidence of heart schwannoma was observed in EMF-treated male rats in a recent study [67]. The cause of the differences between the study and control groups could have been temperature-induced metabolic changes due to a slight (usually <1°C) but a prolonged elevation of the body temperature in many exposed rats [49]. This assumption agrees with the negative results of NTP carcinogenesis studies in mice [68], which are less sensitive to EMF-induced increase in body temperature [69]. The more pronounced effect in male rats [64, 65, 67] may be due to being larger than females and higher sensitivity of male rats to EMF-induced heating [69]. Moreover, the absence of a significant increase in the body temperature does not disprove the local heating [64, 65] with hot spots caused by local tissue properties and wave interference e.g. in motionless, sleeping animals. In any case, the exposure time (9-19 h/day) in the experiments [64, 65, 67] was incomparably higher than in MP users.

UHF Therapy in Head and Neck Area

Supposed risks discussed above are induced by EMF of non-thermal intensity i.e. with a negligible elevation of the tissue temperatures. At the same time, the ultra-high frequency (UHF) therapy of thermal intensity has been widely used and officially recommended in the former Soviet Union (fSU) for the treatment of inflammatory otorhinolaryngological and other conditions in children and adults since the 1960s [70-74]. The output power of UHF devices applied to the head and neck area has been 15-30 W [71]. The extremely high-frequency (EHF) fields have also been used for respiratory and allergic conditions in children, while the absence of contraindications was pointed out [70]. Associations of the UHF therapy with brain or other tumors have never been reported, although brain and eye tissues may suffer if certain power levels are exceeded [75]. Considering the anatomical proximity of tonsils, nasal cavity, eyes and the brain; especially in children, there have been concerns about such use of microwaves [72]. Experiments with large animals e.g. calves, imitating UHF-therapy, might be helpful to evaluate adverse effects, including those from imprecise focusing and excessive exposures that may occur in the routine practice.

The UHF therapy (5-12 procedures lasting for a period of 5-15 min for each procedure) [71] can be regarded as a subacute exposure, while the total absorbed energy in MP users may be higher. However, in view of the lacking verification of any non-thermal damaging mechanism, established knowledge does not suggest accumulation EMF effects with time [48]. Lifetime studies of EMF-exposed animals have shown no cumulative adverse effects in their endocrine, hematological, or immune systems. Cardiovascular system and blood pressure regulation are not affected in the absence of significant heating or electric currents [22]. No correlations between the in vitro exposure duration and cellular responses have been found [57]. The epidemiological data have been, however, controversial. People using MP for a long period (≥10 years) and accumulating the highest lifetime doses, might be expected to have the highest risk. This was found by the INTERPHONE study neither for glioma nor for meningioma [41]. In other studies, the risk of glioma increased with the increasing application time since the first MP use or with increasing cumulative call time [27, 29, 35]. Considering potential bias in the epidemiological research, cumulative effects should be tested by large-scale animal experiments. Analogously to the infrared radiation, no plausible mechanisms of the supposed accumulation of non-thermal EMF effects are known. Some kinds of thermal damage can, however, accumulate e.g. decreasing lens
transparency.
Being a component of the natural environment, EMF may affect living organisms like the weather does, not necessarily causing harm. Theoretically, EMF may influence the nervous system, where moving electrical potentials participate. Transient effects on neural functions or retinal phosphenes are not considered to be adverse health effects, although they may be disturbing [76]. The same can be said about the possible associations between EMF and tinnitus which has not been well established [77]. Results of a meta-analysis suggested that EMF may have a slight impact on human attention and working memory [78, 79], although there is an opinion that such effects are unproven [76, 80]. Improvement of cognition and other positive effects of transcranial magnetic and direct current stimulation have been also reported [81-83], which is beyond the scope of this review.

There have been reports from the fSU on the non-thermal effects of EMF on neural, immune, endocrine, and reproductive functions [84-88]. Stricter regulations limiting professional exposures to EMF in the fSU than in the US have been partly based on such reports [89]. Admittedly, some results could not be reproduced [90-92]. Certain experiments have been doubtful, for example, irradiation of eggs in an incubator by a static MP resulted in increased embryonic mortality. So, concerns were raised in terms of EMF impact on human embryos and newborn infants [25]. It was not taken into account that chicken embryos in an incubator are static and thermally insulated, being at the same time very vulnerable to heat [93]. The temperature inside eggs may be elevated with damaged hot spots.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, there is neither compelling evidence nor theoretic plausibility of cause-effect relationships between exposures to EMF and cancer. Certainly, epidemiological studies cannot be dismissed; but more attention should be given to potential systematic errors and bias. Large samples and statistical precision do not protect against bias [94]. To confirm a cause-effect relationship, verification by reliable methods and understanding of mechanisms are generally needed [95]. Robust evidence could be obtained from large-scale animal experiments. The main problem with experiments of rare outcomes is the difficulty to achieve statistical significance due to a limited number of animals. To make experiments less expensive, it is unnecessary to examine the health conditions of each animal, perform necropsies or look for certain malignancies [55]. It would suffice to maintain large numbers of animals and register the life duration in equal conditions [96]. The life span is known to be a sensitive attributable endpoint to radiation exposures. In the NTP experiments discussed above [64, 65], the life duration was longer in exposed animal groups than in controls, which may reflect the net benefit in accordance with hormesis. The net benefit or harm reflected in the life duration is obviously more important than the incidence of certain age-related tumors. As for the regulations, strict observation of realistic safety norms is more helpful than excessive restrictions for public health.
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